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Abstract
Human monitoring system based on image and sequence analysis is employed in security surveillance systems. For this pur-
pose upper-body tracking is often needed. However, tracking challenges such as variations and similarity in appearance can
mislead limbs tracker system. This paper describes a novel framework for visual tracking of human upper body parts in an
indoor environment which can handle the tracking challenges. It is based on Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) and motion model
Kalman ﬁlter approach. In our approach, diﬀerent upper body limbs are tracked by the KLT methods and then the motion
model is imposed to the Kalman ﬁlter to predict and estimate the best tracked patch of KLT tracking results. These character-
istics make our approach suitable for visual surveillance applications. Experiments on diﬀerent datasets show the eﬃciency of
our approach on tracking the human upper body limbs.
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1. Introduction
Automatic video surveillance deals with observation of any predeﬁned targets such as people or vehicles in
various environments. It leads to detect, track and classify of any kind of activity in the ﬁeld of view. Its appli-
cations cover a broad range from monitoring car parking lots to military surveillance systems. Human behavior
analysis in public places such as stores and shopping malls is one of the critical topics in surveillance systems. It
is an important task for the automatic security surveillance systems to monitor peoples’ movements and behaviors
in order to recognize anomalies. In this respect, human motion tracking plays a substantial role. As far as tracking
human body parts is concerned, it needs to estimate the position of each articulated human body parts in each
frame. The method that is used by some human motion tracking algorithms which uses one camera is to employ
a shape model of the target in order to support the tracking.
Tracking methods can be categorized into three classes: feature-based methods which are based on regions of
diﬀerence between templates’ features and the input frames [1] [2], gradient-based techniques [3] that estimate
image ﬂow in number of images by using spatial and temporal partial derivatives and at last Bayes-based trackers
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which model the state xk and the observation zk to solve the problem of uncertainty [4] [5]. Given all the observa-
tions z1:k the goal of Bayes tracker is to ﬁnd the current state x1:k with respect to the probability density function.
The assumption imposed on state estimation is that the changes of the shape position and appearance of the targets
are smooth over the time (i. e. consistency in trajectory).
Gradient based trackers such as Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) is a popular methods which have been widely
used in human body tracking. Numerous studies have been made on hand tracking for diﬀerent purposes such
as gesture recognition. For example, a real-time hand tracking by Shan [6] improved particle ﬁlter to a faster
real-time tracker by reducing the sample size according to mean shift. Klsch [7] combined Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
and k-nearest neighborhood in order to make a fast tracker. Hye-Jin Kim et al.[8] proposed a model of AR-KLT
for hand tracking that hired KLT as one of its parts and is based on articulated human body motion. In this paper
we employed KLT feature tracker to track the humans’ upper body in an indoor environment.
In the case of variations in appearance such as illumination, pose object changes and similarity in appearance,
KLT may drift to a wrong region of cluttered background. One of the solutions for this problem is to use an
estimator which can predict target’s next position based on its current position. Kalman ﬁlter is one of the most
eﬃcient methods that were used in various scenarios. Boykov and Huttenlocher [9] used it for vehicles tracking
in an adaptive framework. Pentland and Horowitz [10] and Metaxas and Terzopoulos [11] describe elastic solid
models for tracking in conjunction with Kalman ﬁltering, and give simple examples of articulated tracking by
enforcing constraints. Reid et al.[12] proposed the fused KLT feature tracking with Kalman ﬁlter in order to
localize the head which used for gaze estimation. Takahashi et al.[13] used Kalman ﬁlter for face and ﬁngers
region tracking which the regions were acquired by KLT tracker. Kalman ﬁlter has also been used for tracking
moving target in occlusion. Jang and Choi in paper [14] propose the structural Kalman ﬁlter to estimate the motion
information under a deteriorating condition as occlusion.
In this paper we concentrate on the tracking of upper body parts while trying to solve the tracking challenges;
therefore we propose a framework which is based on KLT and motion model Kalman ﬁlter approach. According
to this method, diﬀerent upper body limbs are tracked by the KLT methods and then the motion model is imposed
to the kalman ﬁlter to predict and estimate the best tracked patch of KLT tracking results. The rest of the paper
is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our method and details the structure of algorithm and constraints.
Section 3 describes the experimental results which gained by evaluating the proposed method on the video datasets.
Finally, after showing the quantitative and qualitative results, this paper closes with conclusions and future work.
2. Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT)
In KLT methods, the image features are used as the candidate state of each limb to ﬁnd the best solution of
the tracking problem. According to the extracted features of the frame and the cost function which deﬁnes the
robustness of the state, the state estimation is iteratively puriﬁed to converge to local maxima of the cost function.
Normally, the temporal constraint is applied to target tracker by initialing the starting point in each frame around
the previous state estimation. The goal of this method is to align the template T(x) to an input image. The overall
KLT system is shown in Fig. 1. According to the initial point which can be the previous state; tracker tries to align
the template with the image. If the template and image cannot converge, the tracker will search another point to
ﬁnd the alignment. This successive process continues until the best alignment can be found and the new state is
extracted from it. Then, the new state will be used as the initial point for the next frame.
Template as a target model is used for state estimation in KLT trackers which aligns a template image T (x)
which is a sub-region (e.g. 9x9 window) at the t = 1 to an image I(x) at t = 2, where the pixel coordinates are
(x; y). The alignment maps the pixel x on the template to the corresponding point on the input image by the warp
W(x; p), where the p = (p1, ..., pn)T is a set of parameters. For instance in a moving object situation, an aﬃne
warp might be considered:
w (x; p) =
(
(1 + p1) .x + p3.y + p5
p2.x + (1 + p4) .y + p6
)
=
(
1 + p1 + p3 + p5
p2 + 1 + p4 + p6
) ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
x
y
1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (1)
KLT algorithm’s goal is to ﬁnd the best alignment of the template with the warped image by minimizing the
sum of squared error between them.
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Fig. 1. KLT trackers system.
∑
x
[
I (w (x; p)) − T (x)]2 (2)
Equation 2 is carried out on all the pixels x in the template T (x) and the minimization is gained with respect to
p. Even if the warp W(x; p) is linear in p, the equation 2 is non-linear, because the pixel values of I are non-linear.
To solve this problem, KLT assumes that the current estimation of p exists and iteratively searches for the new p
by following the expression as below:
∑
x
[
I (w (x; p + Δp)) − T (x)]2 (3)
p is an increment of p and can update p by:
p← p + p (4)
The iteration of the last two equations continues till the parameter p converges. The convergence test is
normally performed by comparing the norm of p with a threshold:
||Δp|| ≤ 
This algorithm ﬁnds the best alignment for each possible location in the search space which contains several
regions around previous states. As it can be seen in Fig. 2 , the number of nine possible matches for the forearm
is extracted by KLT method. In this case, the red quadrilateral is the selected patch to represent the forearm with
respect to minimum root square error between the template and the patch. However, this method can suﬀer from
variance in pose and appearance and drifts to the limbs’ like region of cluttered background.
2.1. Motion model Kalman Filtering
For solving the problem of KLT method, the kalman ﬁlter can be acquired as a predictor of the next object’s
position. In this case, Kalman ﬁlter can impose the motion model of the upper body limbs as the process noise
covariance. The Kalman ﬁlter can be represented by transition and observation model as shown in the following
equations:
xk = Fkxk−1 + mk−1 (5)
And
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Fig. 2. Finding the matched patch. Quadrilaterals depict all the possible patches to represent the forearm. The red one exhibit the best matched
resulted from implementing the KLT method and error function.
zk = Gkxk + nk (6)
Here, Fk andGk are matrices which deﬁne the linear relationship between successive states and between states
and observations supplied by user, and also the Gaussian noises nk and m(k−1) with zero mean and covariances Rk
and Qk, as the observation noise and process noise respectively. On the other hand the motion model of an object
contains the spatiotemporal information between the successive frames. In human upper body part tracking the
movement of the limbs can be exhibited by a recursive motion model, implemented to the Kalman ﬁlter as the
below equation:
xt+1 = xt + dxtΔT +
1
2
d2xtT 2 (7)
Where xt is the current position of limb, ΔT is the time interval between successive frames and dxt and d2xt
are the velocity and acceleration, respectively. Some constraints can be applied to the equation in the case of
human body part tracking. With considering the constant interval time between frames, it can be imagined that
the acceleration of limbs is constant [15]. Therefore, by given this model the transition model is structured based
on the motion of current states.
3. Result and Discussion
Our algorithm was evaluated on the large datasets which contain 45 videos with diﬀerent length and diﬀerent
setup. The size of frames was 240× 320 pixels. All the videos are complicated with the cluttered background and
illumination changes and also, variance in appearance of the object such as variety outﬁts for diﬀerent persons
in scene. The location of these videos was indoor environment. The ground truth was produced by carefully
annotating the position of body parts manually. The KLT trackers have a smooth tracking on the human limbs.
While in some circumstances such as fast movement and pose changing, the tracker may drifts to a limb-like
region of cluttered background. Fig. 3 demonstrates the losing tracking of the forearm in the frame 270.
As discussed in the previous part, KLT methods can be improved by using the Kalman ﬁlter as a predictor.
For comparing the results of body parts’ tracking, Fig. 5 shows the implementing of four diﬀerent KLT meth-
ods combined by Kalman ﬁlter which are Forward Additive (FA-KF), Forward Compositional (FC-KF), Inverse
Additive (IA-KF) and Inverse Compositional (IC-KF) approaches [16]. We run the four algorithms on windows
seven operating system with 2.2 GHZ processor and Matlab. 7 platform. The timing results for each method are
included in Fig. 4.a. As can be seen, the Forward additive algorithms is far slower than the others method. The
Inverse additive algorithm is also somewhat slower than the Inverse compositional algorithm. The error compu-
tation of the methods is shown as the Mean square error between the ground truth points and those limb’s points
which are determined by the tracking methods. As shown in Fig. 4.b the pure KLT does not have suﬃcient result
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Fig. 3. The results of KLT on the consecutive frames. Frames: 180, 195, 270. With displacement of the forearm in the frames the tracker drifts
to a wrong region.
and has the highest error. While the proposed methods gain much better results. Forward Additive KLT combined
with Kalman ﬁlter score the highest error between the other combinations; on the other hand, Inverse Additive
and Inverse compositional earn the minimum errors. These results can be proved by checking the trajectories of
Fig. 5. The FA-KF shown in the ﬁrst row almost lost the tracking in the last frame, while the IA-KF and IC-KF
have a very smooth tracking.
In the case of accuracy rate, table 1 shows the results of four diﬀerent KLT methods with the Kalman ﬁlter. As
it can be seen the tracking of head has a suﬃcient accuracy even for the forward methods due to the unique template
of the head. The results for the arm decrease in the accuracy rather than the head’s accuracy rate, according to the
fact that changing appearance for the arms are much higher compare to the head. Also, the accuracy results reduce
for the forearm tracking. For the forearm tracking the changing appearance and more movements cause the low
accuracy results even for the inverse methods of KLT. Finally, the preferred methods in the case of accuracy rate
still would be the choice between the inverse KLT methods.
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Fig. 4. a) Time Consumption (per second) of KLT method with Kalman Filter estimator. b) Mean Square Error in pixel.
As a whole body tracking we implemented the algorithms on diﬀerent upper body parts such as head, upper
arms and forearms. The results are depicted in Fig. 6. In this case, still the best results are gained by Inverse
algorithm rather than the Forward methods. Hence, if obtaining high eﬃciency is important, the choice is between
the inverse compositional algorithm and the inverse additive and if the simpler algorithm is concerned the inverse
compositional algorithm is the best choice.
4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper a novel frame work for upper body parts’ tracking based on KLT trackers and motion model
Kalman ﬁlter has been proposed. In this method KLTs was acquired to track diﬀerent limbs and motion model
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Fig. 5. Results of implementing four diﬀerent methods of KLT. In order to show the results accurately and to prevent overlapping of diﬀerent
limbs’ patches, only the results of forearm are shown. Frame: 193, 201, 258 and 272. The ﬁrst row shows the results of Forward Additive
approach. The second row exhibits implementing of Forward Compositional method. The third row demonstrates the Inverse Additive
approach and the last row illustrates of applying the Inverse Compositional method.
Table 1. Accuracy rate for the KLT methods with the Kalman ﬁlter.
Accuracy FA-KF FC-KF IA-KF IC-KF
Head 90% 90% 95% 95%
Arms 67% 70% 77% 80%
Forearms 45% 50% 65% 67%
Kalman ﬁlter was used to predict and estimate the true position of the limbs. The empirical results show the
compatibility of this method with diﬀerent object pose, cluttered background and diﬀerent scene’s setup in an
indoor environment. However, by applying the articulated human kinematic constraints on the method the tracking
result should be improved. Hence, in the future, we will implement the kinematic models to our algorithm to
enhance the results.
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Fig. 6. The results of KLT-KF on the whole upper body. a) Forward Additive, b) Forward Compositional, c) Inverse Additive and d) Inverse
Compositional approach.
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